[Diagnostic procedure and antidementive therapy of dementia patients in primary care: an urban-rural comparison].
The aim of this work was to investigate the diagnostic and therapeutic regime of general practitioners (GPs) of dementia patients in an urban-rural-comparison. The cross-sectional analysis of 129 GPs and 390 patients is part of the three-arm cluster-randomized controlled follow-up-study Project IDA - Initiative dementia care in primary practice . The study was carried out in Middle Franconia, a typical urban-rural area in Southeastern Germany. The sample constitutes the baseline assessment. GPs had to document their diagnostic and therapeutic behaviour upon inclusion of dementia patients in the study. As expected, significant differences in imaging diagnostic procedures exist between urban (57.9 %) and rural (42.7 %) areas (p = 0.010). There are no differences in the referral quote to specialists (total 57.9 %), in the frequency of treatment with non-pharmacological therapies (total 13.3 %) as well as pharmacological therapies with evidence-based medication (18.7 %; AChE inhibitors and Memantine). Except for imaging diagnostic procedures, there were no differences in the regime of urban and rural GPs. Thus, an almost similar care for rural and urban dementia patients can be assumed.